
Speaking like a Native Japanese @ TOMO! 

Speaking like a Native is definitely REAL @ TOMO! 

Many opportunities to practice speaking at TOMO Class! We have different practice 
styles which are highly effective and interactive for our students! Using 
“Shadowing” as our best learning tool, our students follow the Native speakers 
accent played on audio and practice their Japanese in the correct Native 
accent. 
 
 

 

 

 

wEnjoy Drama/ Movies / Anime learning at TOMO! 
5. 3 
Students have the opportunities to view short clips of the above videos to 

aid in their learning of Japanese! Our friendly Sensei(s) will be there to 

explain the sentences used in the clips as well as explaining the context of 

the story in an interactive and fun way! 

LEARNING JAPANESE AT TOMO IS DEFINITELY FUN! :) 
  
We understand that most of our students may prefer learning Japanese in Classroom setting. 

✔ Rest assure that you will enjoy our ONLINE CLASSES taught by our lively and knowledgeable Japanese 

teachers at TOMO!  

✔ Classroom atmosphere, interactive and fun learning styles exclusively at TOMO ONLINE!  

✔ Only Our Native teachers in TOMO can conduct such an exclusive interactive online lessons!  

✔ At TOMO, we are already so used to teaching Japanese by PC! 

✔ Our teachers are well trained and equipped for Online lessons!  

✔ At Tomo, we choose only the best and qualified Japanese teachers.  

✔ All our Native teachers are Japanese language certified and has many years of Japanese language 

teaching experiences.  

✔ Rest assured that you will get the best learning experiences @ TOMO! 

Be it Online Or Back in Classroom Setting, Learning Japanese can be so FUN at TOMO! 

Effective and Efficient Learning EXCLUSIVELY @ TOMO!
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Listening to Japanese like a NATIVE! So FUN @ TOMO! 

 

At TOMO, we have a special recipe to let students have a better 
listening experience via Japanese Pop songs! Our Sensei(s) will play 
a popular music and let their students write down the lyrics as they 
experience different pace of the language! 
 


